Global variation in G+C content along vertebrate genome DNA. Possible correlation with chromosome band structures.
The global, rather than local, variation in G+C content along the nuclear DNA sequences of various organisms was studied using GenBank sequence data. When long DNA sequences of the genomes of Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae were examined, the levels of their G+C content (G+C%) were found to be within a narrow range around that of the whole genome. The G+C% levels for sequences of vertebrate genomes, however, were found to cover a wide range, showing that their genome is a mosaic of sequences with different G+C% levels, in each of which the sequence is fairly homogeneous in its G+C% for a very long distance. Through surveying a human genetic map and GenBank DNA sequences, the global variations in G+C% along the human genome DNA were found to be correlated with chromosome band structures.